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Abstract
A necessary and su+cient condition is given for the convergence in probability of a stochastic
process {Xt}. Moreover, as a byproduct, an almost sure convergent stochastic process {Yt} with
the same limit as {Xt} is identi.ed. In a number of cases {Yt} reduces to {Xt} thereby proving
a.s. convergence. In other cases it leads to a di0erent sequence but, under further assumptions,
it may be shown that {Xt} and {Yt} are a.s. equivalent, implying that {Xt} is a.s. convergent.
The method applies to a number of old and new cases of branching processes providing an
uni.ed approach. New results are derived for supercritical branching random walks and multitype
branching processes in varying environment. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and summary
Let {Xt;Ft} be an adapted real-valued stochastic process. In a number of papers
(see Cohn (1995) and the references therein) an attempt was made to derive a general
criterion for the a.s. convergence of {Xt} which may be applied to various types of
branching processes. The basic idea is the following: let {Xtn} be weakly convergent
as limn→∞ tn=∞, which one may always assume for some subsequence {tn}. Suppose
further that
t(x) = lim
n→∞ P(Xtn6x|Ft) (1.1)
exists for all t, case characteristic of most branching processes. It is easily seen that
{t(x)} is a martingale. It turns out that the limit of {t(x)} for any x is an indicator
variable, i.e. a random variable taking value 1 on a set 	(x) and 0 outside it, if and
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only if {Xtn} converges in probability. In the branching in varying environment setup
this boils down to a law of large numbers:
W (n)1 + · · ·+W (n)cn
p→ 1; (1.2)
where, for any k, {W (n)k } are some independent and identically distributed random
variables, {cn} some constants, and p→ 1 means convergence in probability to 1. For
age-dependent processes (2.1) is replaced by a law of large numbers for weighted
sums of independent and identically distributed random variables. These laws of large
numbers were proven analytically for various branching models (see Cohn, 1977, 1982,
Cohn and Jagers, 1994 and Cohn, 1995). For a number of branching models a property
of the type of (1.2) su+ces for a.s. convergence. For multitype branching processes in
varying environment, some age-dependent branching processes and branching random
walks it only entails convergence in probability.
A natural question is whether a.s. convergence also follows for such processes.
In the theory of branching processes .nding a certain a.s. convergent sequence led to
proving a.s. results for suitably normed branching processes. Indeed, an a.s. convergent
process derived by speci.c techniques plays a key role in the study of many models
(see Athreya and Ney, 1972; Hoppe, 1976; Nerman, 1981; Biggins and Kyprianou,
1997; Biggins et al., 1999, etc.). Here we shall show that we may always derive
an a.s. convergent process {Yt} that converges to the same limit as that of {Xtn}.
This includes the case when the {Xt} have in.nite mean and even when the limit
variable is in.nite with positive probability. Moreover, for a number of branching
models {Yt} reduces to {Xt} providing a simple proof of a.s. convergence. In other
cases we may get a di0erent sequence. If the assumptions made allows one to reduce
{Xt} to {Yt} by some simple manipulations then convergence in probability of the
original sequence is strengthened to a.s. convergence. In this way we shall apply our
results to branching random walks which turns out to be a rather complex case as far as
a.s. convergence is concerned. We shall derive a necessary and su+cient criterion for
a.s. convergence. Finally, for multitype branching processes we obtain new results with
not necessarily .nite moments assumptions and avoiding more complicated concepts
of functional analysis as in the L1 case of Biggins et al. (1999).
In Section 2 we give a streamlined and self-contained account of some convergence
in probability and almost sure criteria including the derivation of the a.s. convergent
sequence {Yt}. Section 3 deals with law of large numbers for weighted sums of inde-
pendent, identically distributed random variables. The results of this section will be then
applied to get convergence criteria for branching random walks in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 deals with applications to convergence of multitype branching processes with
no moment assumptions.
2. Some convergence criteria
Let {Xt} be a sequence of real-valued random variables and {Ft} their distribution
functions. The index t runs through a set T which may be discrete or continuous. In
the case of a continuous T we shall assume that {Xt} is separable so that a.s. limits
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of variables derived from {Xt; t ∈A} for any A⊆T are measurable. We say that {Xt}
converges weakly to F , where F is a non-decreasing and right-continuous function,
if limt→∞ Ft(x) = F(x) for any x∈CF where CF is the set of continuity points of
F . Notice that we do not assume that F is necessarily a distribution function, i.e. the
cases F(∞)¡1 and=or F(−∞)¿0 are not excluded. An instance of such a limit
distribution is that of irregular branching processes with in.nite o0spring mean (see
Schuh and Barbour, 1977).
For such a case the classical de.nition of convergence in probability needs a slight
modi.cation. We say that {Xt} converges in probability to X if
lim
t→∞ P(|Xt − X |¿; |X |¡∞) = 0;
lim
t→∞ P({Xt¡A} ∩ {X =−∞}) = P(X =−∞);
lim
t→∞ P({Xt¿B} ∩ {X =∞}) = P(X =∞); (2.1)
for any ¿0 and real A and B. It is easy to see that, even in this more general setup,
convergence in probability implies weak convergence as well as the existence of an
a.s. convergent subsequence. In this paper convergence in probability will be meant in
the sense of (2.1).
Write {	n i:o:} for the set
⋂∞
n=1
⋃∞
m=n 	m. Here ‘i.o.’ stands for ‘in.nitely often’. By
symmetric di0erence I of two sets 	1 and 	2 we denote 	1I	2=(	1∩	c2)∪(	c1∩	2),
where 	c is the complementary set to 	. We shall write 1	 for the indicator function
of the set 	.
For a.s. convergence the de.nition P(limt→∞ Xt =X )= 1 extends to the case when X is
in.nite with positive probability. It is easy to see that a.s. convergence is equivalent to
P({|Xt −X |¿ i:o:}; |X |¡∞) = 0;
P({Xt¡A i:o:} ∩ {X =−∞}) = P(X =−∞);
P({Xt¿B i:o} ∩ {X =∞}) = P(X =∞) (2.2)
for any ¿0, and real A and B.
The following two propositions will help us express convergence in probability and
almost sure in terms of conditional distributions.
Proposition 1. Suppose that {Xtn}; for some {tn} with limn→∞ tn = ∞; converges
weakly to F . The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) {Xt} converges in probability as t →∞.
(ii) for any x∈CF there exists an event 	(x) such that limn→∞ P(	(x)I{Xt6x})=0.
(iii) for any x∈CF there exists an event 	(x) such that {1{Xt6x}} converges in
probability as t→∞ to 1	(x).
Proof. Assume (i) and de.ne 	(x) = {X6x} where X is the limit in probability of
{Xt}. It is easy to see that for x¡x′ it follows from (2.1) that
lim
n→∞ max(P(Xn¿x; {X =−∞}); P(Xn6x
′; {X =∞})) = 0:
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Thus, for an arbitrary ¿0 and su+ciently large n
P({Xn6x}I{X6x′}) = P(Xn¿x; Xn6x′) + P(Xn6x; X ¿x′)
6 2max(P(Xn¿x; X6x′; |X |¡∞);
P(Xn6x; X ¿x′; |X |¡∞)) + 
6 2P(|Xn − X |¿x − x′; |X |¡∞) + → :
Since  was arbitrary we conclude that (ii) holds for x∈CF . Therefore (ii) is a con-
sequence of (i).
Assuming (ii) and applying the Markov inequality yields
P(|1	(x) − 1{Xt6x}|¿)6P(	(x)I{Xt6x})=: (2.3)
The right-hand side of (2.3) tends to 0 for any ¿0 proving (iii).
By dominated convergence it is easy to see that (iii) implies (ii). Assume now (ii)
with the aim of proving (i). For x ∈CF write 	(x) =
⋂
y∈ R(x) 	(x + y) where R(x)
is a countable set of positive numbers {yn(x)} tending to 0 such that x + yn ∈CF .
Thus, 	(x) is now de.ned for any real x. Write now Am;n =	((n+ 1)=2m) \	(n=2m),
m=−n2n; : : : ; n2n−1 and consider the random variables {Xn} where Xn= n=2m on Am;n.
Then {Xn} is convergent to a limit, say X . It is easy to check that 	(x) = {X6x}
for any x. Thus, limn→∞ P({Xt6x}I{X6x}) = 0 for x∈CF . Notice now that for
arbitrary ¿0 and ¿0 one can .nd an increasing sequence of numbers x1; : : : ; xm
belonging to CF such that F(x1) − F(−∞)¡=2, xk+1 − xk¡ for k = 1; : : : ; m − 1,
and F(∞)− F(xm)¡=2. It is easy to see that
P(|Xt − X |¿; |X |¡∞)
6F(∞)− F(−∞)− P
(
m−1⋃
k=1
{Xt ∈ (xk ; xk+1]} ∩ {X ∈ (xk ; xk+1]}
)
: (2.4)
Letting t→∞, the right-hand side of (2.4) will tend to F(∞)−F(−∞)−∑m−1k=1 P(X ∈
(xk − xk+1]) = F(∞) − F(xm) + F(x1) − F(−∞)6. Since ¿0 was chosen arbi-
trarily the .rst equality in (2.1) follows. The second equality of (2.1) is implied
by limt→∞ P({Xt6x} ∩ {X6y}) = P(X6y), for x; y∈CF with x¿y, on letting
t→∞, and then y→ −∞, whereas the third equality follows similarly from limt→∞
P({Xt¿x}∩{X ¿z})=P(X ¿z) where x; z ∈CF with x¡z. This completes the proof.
Proposition 2. Suppose that {Xtn}; for some {tn} with limn→∞ tn = ∞; converges
weakly to F . The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) {Xt} converges almost surely as t→∞.
(ii) for any x∈CF there exists an event 	(x) such that P(	(x)I{Xt6x} i:o:) = 0.
(iii) for any x∈CF there exists an event 	(x) such that {1{Xt6x}} converges almost
surely as t→∞ to 1	(x).
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Proof. Assume (i) and denote by X the a.s. limit of {Xt}. Notice that
P(Xt6x; X ¿x +  i:o:) = 0 (2.5)
and
P(Xt¿x; X6x −  i:o:) = 0; (2.6)
for any ¿0. If x∈CF we may take = 0 in (2.5) and (2.6) and get
P({Xt6x}I{X6x} i:o:) = 0: (2.7)
This proves (ii) with 	(x) = {x6x}.
It is obvious that (ii) is equivalent to (iii).
If we assume (ii), then by Proposition 1 there exists a random variable X such that
{Xt} converges in probability to X . This necessarily identi.es 	(x) as {X6x}. Thus
{1{Xt6x}} converges a.s. to 1{X6x} for any x∈CF . Notice now that for an arbitrary
given ¿0 and for any ¿0 one can .nd an increasing sequence of numbers x1; : : : ; xm
belonging to CF such that F(x1) − F(−∞)¡=2, xk+1 − xk¡ for k = 1; : : : ; m − 1,
and F(∞)− F(xm)¡=2. Then
P(|Xt − X |¿; i:o: |X |¡∞)6F(∞)− F(−∞)
−P
(
m−1⋃
k=1
{Xt ∈ (xk ; xk+1]} ∩ {X ∈ (xk ; xk+1]} i:o:
)
=F(∞)− F(−∞)−
m−1∑
k=1
F(xk+1)− F(xk)
=F(∞)− F(−∞)− F(xm) + F(x1)6:
Here, we have taken into account that for any k,
P({Xt ∈ (xk ; xk+1]} ∩ {X ∈ (xk ; xk+1]} i:o:) = P(X ∈ (xk ; xk+1]) = F(xk+1)− F(xk):
Since ¿0 was chosen arbitrarily we get that {Xt} converges a.s. to X on |X |¡∞.
The a.s. convergence of {Xt} to X on {|X |=∞} follows easily.
Lemma 3. Suppose that {Xtn}; for some {tn} with limn→∞ tn =∞; converges weakly
to F . If
lim
n→∞ P(Xtn6x|Ft) = t(x) (say)
a.s. exists for any x∈CF; then {t(x);Ft} is a martingale.
Proof. It is easy to see that for t¡s
E(P(Xtn6x|Fs)|Ft) = P(Xtn6x|Ft) a:s:
Letting n→∞ and using dominated convergence completes the proof.
The above lemma was extracted from Cohn (1985), Proposition 3:1(i), and was
included here for the sake of self-containedness.
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Theorem 4. Suppose that {Xtn}; for some {tn} with limn→∞ tn=∞; converges weakly
to F . The following conditions satis5ed for x∈CF and t ∈T are equivalent to the
convergence in probability of {Xtn}.
(i) There exists t(x) with
lim
n→∞ P(Xtn6x|Ft) = t(x) a:s:
(ii) {t(x)} converges in distribution to a random variable assuming only the values
0 and 1.
Proof. Since {t(x)} is bounded and, by Lemma 3, is a martingale it must be a.s.
convergent. By (ii) there must exist an event, say, 	(x) such that limn→∞ t(x) =
1	(x) a:s: The dominated convergence theorem implies
lim
t→∞
∫
t(x)¿
t(x) dP = P(	(x)) (2.8)
for any constant  with 0¡¡1. On the other hand, we get∫
t(x)¿
t(x) dP = lim
n→∞
∫
t(x)¿
P(Xtn6x|Ft) dP
= lim
n→∞ P({Xtn6x} ∩ {t(x)¿}): (2.9)
Now, (2.8), (2.9) and the martingale convergence theorem boil down to
P(	(x)) = lim
t→∞ limn→∞P({Xtn6x} ∩ {t¿}) = limn→∞ P({Xtn6x} ∩ 	(x)): (2.10)
Since {t} is a martingale, E(t) = limn→∞ P(Xtn6x) = P(	(x)) which combined
with (2.10) leads to limn→∞ P(	(x)I{Xtn6x}) = 0, which by Proposition 1 implies
convergence in probability for {Xtn}.
Assume now that {Xtn} converges in probability. Then (i) follows, with t(x) =
P(	(x)|Ft) for 	(x) = {X6x}, by Proposition 1. It is now obvious that (ii) holds in
view of the martingale convergence theorem.
A result similar to the su+ciency part of the above theorem was given in Cohn
(1985) (Proposition 3:1 and Section 2).
Let {Yt} and {Zt} be a two stochastic processes. We shall say that {Yt} and {Zt}
are a.s. conditional on {Ft} weakly asymptotically equivalent if for any x in a dense
set in [−∞;∞]
lim
t→∞(P(Yt6x|Ft)− limt→∞ P(Zt6x|Ft)) = 0 a:s:
We give next a criterion for convergence in probability as well as a.s. convergence
for a related sequence. Then we shall show that a large class of branching processes
is covered by this criterion. Applications to branching random walks and multitype
processes in varying environment will be given in the last two sections.
Theorem 5. Suppose that {Xtn}; for some {tn} with limn→∞ tn=∞; converges weakly;
and that for any t ∈T there exists a random variable Ut such that for x∈CF
t(x) = lim
n→∞ P(Xtn6x|Ft) = P(Ut6x|Ft):
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If {Yt} is another stochastic process; with Yt measurable with respect to Ft for any
t ∈T; such that {Ut} and {Yt} are a.s. conditional on {Ft} weakly asymptotically
equivalent; then
(i) {Xtn} converges in probability as n→∞.
(ii) {Yt} converges almost surely as t→∞.
Proof. By the assumptions made
lim
t→∞(P(Ut6x|Ft)− P(Yt6x|Ft)) = 0 a:s:
Recall that {t(x)} is by Lemma 3 a bounded martingale and taking into account that
Yt is measurable with respect to Ft we get that
lim
t→∞ P(Ut6x|Ft) = limt→∞ 1{Yt6x} a:s:
We conclude that for any x∈CF , {t(x)} has an indicator for a limit. Applying The-
orem 4 yields (i).
It is now easy to see that (ii) is a consequence of the a.s. convergence of {1{Yt6x}}
for x∈CF and Proposition 2.
Proposition 6. Assume that for any s¿t
P(Xs6x|Ft) = P(Ut;s6x|Ft); (2.11)
with
Ut;s =
%(t)∑
i=1
&i(t)Wi(t; s);
where {Wi(t; s)} is for any t and s a sequence of independent random variables which
are independent of Ft ; {&i(t)} are measurable with respect to Ft ; and %(t) is an
a.s. 5nite random index; also measurable with respect to Ft . Assume that {Wi(t; tn)}
converges weakly as n→∞ to a distribution function; say Fi(t). Then for any i and
t; there exist some independent random variables Wi(t) distributed according to Fi(t)
and independent of Ft such that
t(x) = lim
n→∞ P(Xtn6x|Ft) = P(Ut6x|Ft);
where
Ut =
%(t)∑
i=1
&i(t)Wi(t):
Proof. Notice that {Wi(t)} are de.ned as weak limits of some independent random
variables {Wi(t; tn)}. However we may always assume that such independent variables
which are also independent of Ft exist, if necessary by extending the original probabil-
ity space on which {Xt} was originally de.ned to make it accommodate such variables.
If P is a probability acting on the W ’s variables and treating the &’s as ‘constants’,
then for any k and x∈CF limiting distribution function x
lim
n→∞ P
(
k∑
i=1
&i(t)Wi(t; tn)6x
)
= P
(
k∑
i=1
&i(t)Wi(t)6x
)
; (2.12)
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as n→∞. In view of (2.11), (2.12) and a well-known property for conditional expec-
tations of functions of independent random vectors (see e.g. Chow and Teicher, 1988;
Corollary 2, p. 205), we get
lim
n→∞ P(Xtn6x|Ft) = P(Ut6x|Ft);
which completes the proof.
3. A weak law for weighted sums
Let '1; '2; : : : be some non-negative, independent, identically distributed random vari-
ables, and {b(n)i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; n= 1; 2; : : :} some weights, i.e. non-negative constants
with
∑n
i=1 b
(n)
i = n. Write Sn = '1 + · · · + 'n and Tn = b(n)1 '1 + · · · + b(n)n 'n. Let ' be
a random variable distributed like '1, and F the distribution function of '. We are
concerned here with the case when
E(') =∞
and
L(x) =
∫ x
0
(1− F(u)) du;
is slowly varying at ∞, i.e. limx→∞ L(+x)=L(x) = 1 for any +¿0.
This type of variables appeared before in the theory of supercritical age-dependent
branching processes (see Cohn, 1985). It was proven in Cohn and Hall (1982) that in
the case when {b(n)k } are bounded, Tn behaves asymptotically like Sn. Here we shall
not impose such restrictions on the weights as we are aiming at proving convergence
properties for supercritical branching random walks (see Biggins and Kyprianou, 1997).
De.ne ,(x)=
∫ x
0 u dF and some constants sn with n,(sn)= sn. Write an = n,(sn). If
L, or equivalently ,, is a slowly varying function it is well-known (see Feller, 1971,
p. 236) that
Sn=an
p→ 1: (3.1)
Our concern here is to show that convergence in probability to 1 holds for {Tn=bn}
for some constants {bn} and to identify such constants.
We shall throughout assume that the weights are small with respect to their sum,
i.e. if Mn =max(b
(n)
1 ; : : : ; b
(n)
n ), then
lim
n→∞ Mn=n= 0: (3.2)
We .rst show that for a law of large numbers to hold we need to norm Tn with
constants larger than n.
Lemma 7.
Tn=n
p→∞:
Proof. For y¿0 de.ne the truncated variables {'∗n}
'∗n =
{
'n if 'n6y;
0 if 'n¿y:
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Write T ∗n = b
(n)
1 '
∗
1 + · · · + b(n)n '∗n and notice that Tn¿T ∗n . According to Theorem 1 of
Jamison et al. (1965), {T ∗n =n} converges in probability to E('∗). Since
E('∗) =
∫ y
0
x dF(x);
which tends to ∞ as y→∞, we conclude that {Tn=n} p→∞ as n→∞.
It will turn out that the constants {an} of (3.1) are – up to an equivalence – the
‘maximal’ norming constants such that {Tn=an} may converge in probability to a posi-
tive constant, maximality for {an} here meaning that for any {bn} with
limn→∞ an=bn=0 we get that {Tn=bn} converges in probability to 0. However, there
are instances when {Tn=an} itself converges in probability to 0. We shall illustrate such
a case in the following example.
Example. Assume that X is the random variable of the so called “Petersburg paradox”,
i.e. P(X =2n)= 2−n for n¿1. Then it is well known (see e.g. Durrett, 1991, p. 35–36)
that {Sn=(n log n)} converges in probability to 1 where the logarithm is in base 2. Take
b(n)k =(n− n)=[log n] for k =1; 2; : : : [log n] and b(n)k = n=(n− [log n]) for k¿ [log n],
where {n} is a non-increasing sequence of positive numbers with n¡.n and .¡1,
and [x] is the integral part of x. Since by (3.1) we get that {S[log n]=(log n log log n)} con-
verges in probability to 1, and because the terms of Tn with weights b
(n)
k for k¿[log n]
do not have any contribution to the limit of Tn=(n log log n), we get that
{Tn=(n log log n)} converges in probability to 1
as n→∞.
Theorem 8. There are always some constants {bn} with bn= n/n; where limn→∞ /n=
∞; such that
Tn=bn
p→ 1
as n→∞.
Proof. Let 0 be the Laplace transform of '. We get
E exp(−xTn) =
∏
k
0(xb(n)k );
so a natural candidate for bn is the solution to∏
k
0(b(n)k =bn) = e
−1;
since this choice .xes the Laplace transform of the limit to be e−1 when the argument
is 1, condition which is of course necessary for the convergence in probability of
{Tn=bn} to 1.
By Lemma 7 we know that Tn=n
p→∞. This in terms of Laplace transform implies∏
k 0(xb
(n)
k =n)→ 0 for any x¿0. To establish the required convergence it is enough
to show that∏
k
0(xb(n)k =bn)→ e−x;
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as n goes to in.nity for bn = n/n, or, equivalently, that∑
k
−log0(xb(n)k =bn)→ x: (3.3)
It is easy to see that (1− )u6− log(1− u)6(1 + )u for any ¿0 and then for all
u¡(). In view of (3.2) and 0(x)→ 1 as x→ 0, (3.3) is equivalent to∑
k
(1− 0(xb(n)k =bn))→ x:
Note that∑
k
(1− 0(xb(n)k =bn)) ∼
∑
k
x(b(n)k =bn)L(xb
(n)
k =bn) = x
∑
k
(b(n)k =bn)L(xb
(n)
k =bn):
Thus it remains to show that
∑
k (b
(n)
k =bn)L(xb
(n)
k =bn) tends to 1. Observe that from the
de.nition of bn,
∑
k −log0(b(n)k =bn) = 1 and so, approximating log as before we get∑
k
(b(n)k =bn)L(b
(n)
k =bn)→ 1 (3.4)
as n goes to in.nity. Consequently, it will be enough to show that∑
k
(b(n)k =bn)L(xb
(n)
k =bn)−
∑
k
(b(n)k =bn)L(b
(n)
k =bn)
goes to zero. Obviously, this can be rewritten as
∑
k
(b(n)k =bn)L(b
(n)
k =bn)
(
L(xb(n)k =bn)
L(b(n)k =bn)
− 1
)
and making further use of (3.2) and the fact that L is slowly varying, the term in
brackets is ultimately less than ′ for large enough n (uniformly in i), giving the
bound∑
k
(b(n)k =bn)L(b
(n)
k =bn)
′→ ′
as n goes to in.nity, on using (3.4). Since ′ is arbitrary, the proof is complete.
Write O1n =
∑n
k=1
Ob
(n)
k ,n;k =an where ,n;k = ,(sn= Ob
(n)
k ).
Lemma 9. There are some constants {cn}; such that {Tn=an− cn} converges in prob-
ability to 0; where lim supn→∞ cn61 and lim→0 lim supn→∞ |cn − O1n|= 0.
Remark. Lemma 9 proves the maximality – up to an equivalence – of the constants
{an} of (3.1) such that Tn=an converges to a non-zero constant in probability.
Proof. De.ne
x =
{
x if x6;
0 if x¿:
Ox =
{
0 if x6;
x if x¿:
(3.5)
Then
Tn =
n∑
i=1
b(n)i 'i +
n∑
i=1
Ob
(n)
i 'i = T
(1)
n + T
(2)
n : (3.6)
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It is easy to see that
T (1)n =an6
n∑
i=1
'i=an
and using (3.1) we get
lim
n→∞ P(T
(1)
n =an62) = 1: (3.7)
We turn now to the second term of the right-hand side of (3.6). Let 'n;k be the variable
'k truncated at xn;k , where xn;k = sn= Ob
(n)
k i.e.
'n;k =
{
'k if 'k6xn;k ;
0 if 'k¿xn;k
and consider the inequality
P(|T (2)n =an − O1n|¿)6
1
2
n∑
k=1
( Ob
(n)
k )
2E('n;k)2
n2,2n
+
n∑
k=1
P('¿xn;k): (3.8)
Recalling the evaluation of the truncated second moment from the proof of Theorem 2,
p. 236 of Feller (1971), we get that E('n;k)2=o(xn;k,(xn;k)). Thus, for arbitrarily small
 and n large the .rst term of the right-hand side of (3.8) is smaller than

2
n∑
k=1
Ob(n)k ,n;k
n,n
;
which in turn is smaller than

2
,(sn=)
,(sn)
: (3.9)
It is easy to see that ,(t)∼L(t). Thus, , is also slowly varying. It follows that,
as n→∞, (3.9) tends to =2 which takes care of the .rst term of (3.8). Since
P('¿x)∼ o(x−1,(x)) and we assumed in (3.2) that limn→∞maxi∈{1; :::; n}b(n)i =n = 0,
we get for large n
n∑
k=1
P('k¿xn;k)6
n∑
k=1
x(−1)n;k ,(xn;k): (3.10)
Notice that
n∑
k=1
x(−1)n;k ,(xn;k) =
n∑
k=1
Ob(n)k ,n;k
n,n
: (3.11)
Thus (3.11) is, for n large, smaller than 1 and consequently (3.10) is eventually smaller
than . Thus, the right-hand side of (3.8) may be made as small as desired. Letting
→ 0 in (3.7) we deduce that {T (2)n =an− O1n} converges in probability to 0. Using (3.6)
and a diagonal procedure completes the proof.
Write ,n for ,(sn) and ,∗n =:mink ,(sn=b
(n)
k ). Consider the condition.
(A) : lim
n→∞ ,
∗
n =,n = 1:
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Theorem 10. Suppose that (A) holds. Then {Tn=an} converges in probability to 1.
Proof. We shall show that
lim
→0
lim sup
n→∞
O1n = 1: (3.12)
Indeed,
O1n =
∑n
k=1
Ob(n)k
n
,k;n
,n
¿
∑n
k=1
Ob(n)k
n
,∗n
,n
: (3.13)
Notice that
lim sup
n→∞
∑n
k=1
Ob(n)k
n
¿1− : (3.14)
Taking into account (3.13) and (3.14) we conclude (3.12). The proof is now .nished
on account of Lemma 9.
4. Branching random walks
A branching random walk on the real line describes the positions of successive gen-
erations of individuals whose generation sizes are given by a simple Galton–Watson
process {Nn}, while the displacements of the children from their parent are described
by a point process Z on (−∞;∞). An initial ancestor with position at the origin starts a
population whose positions form a point process Z (1). Each of these has children whose
positions relative to their parents are independent copies of Z (1), and so on. The point
process formed by the nth generation is denoted by Z (n) and its points by {zu : |u|=n}.
Suppose that Z has the intensity measure ,. Assume m(3)=E[
∑
|u|=1 exp(−3zu)]¡∞
for some 3. Write m=m(0)=E(N1) where {Nn} is the Galton–Watson process de-
noting the number of individuals of successive generations. We assume that m¿1.
De.ne
W (n)(3) = m−n(3)
∫
e−3xZ (n) (dx) =
∑
|u|=n e
−3zu
mn(3)
: (4.1)
Write yu = exp(−3zu)=m(3)|u|. De.ne X (3) to be a random variable such that
(X (3)− logm(3))=3 has the distribution of e−z3−log m(3), (dz):
We are concerned here with the Seneta–Heyde case (Seneta, 1968; Heyde, 1970) i.e.
the situation when {W (n)(3)}, for a Galton–Watson process, converges a.s. to 0 so that
some constants {ln(3)} tending to ∞ are required to make {W (n)(3)=ln(3)} converge
to a nondegenerate limit.
By a procedure that goes back to Seneta (1968) the norming constants ln may be
de.ned by the equations
0n(1=ln) = &;
where 0n is the Laplace transform W (n)(3) and q¡&¡1, q being the extinction prob-
ability of {Nn} (see Biggins and Kyprianou, 1997, p. 344). With this choice of {ln},
Biggins and Kyprianou (1997, Theorem 1:2) have proven the following result.
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Theorem 11. When E(X (3))¿0 there exists a sequence of constants {ln(3)} such
that
W (n)(3)
ln(3)
p→I(3); (4.2)
where I(3) is a 5nite random variable which is strictly positive when the process
survives.
Biggins and Kyprianou (1997) derived .rst convergence in distribution by proving
uniqueness of the solution to a functional equation satis.ed by the Laplace transform
of the limiting distribution. Convergence in probability in their paper followed a more
complicated path via some multiplicative martingales and is ultimately based on a
Laplace transform variant of Theorem 4.
We shall derive here a simpler proof to Theorem 11 by using the criteria of Section 2.
We also give a necessary and su+cient criterion for a.s. convergence of {Wn(3)} as
well as identify the norming constants under some conditions.
We shall see that under some assumptions we can identify {ln(3)} as L3(mn(3))
where L3(x) =
∫ x
0 (1−F3(u)) du; F3 being the limit distribution. Let x¿0 be arbitrary
but .xed and I(3) a random variable distributed like the weak limit of a subsequence
of {W (n)(3)=ln(3)}. Write Fn for the 6-.eld containing all information concerning the
.rst n generations of the branching random walk.
Lemma 12. Suppose that {W (nk )(3)=lnk (3)} converges weakly as k→∞ to a non-
degenerate limit F and that I(3) is distributed according to F . Then
(i) for any x¿0 and n there exists n(x) = limk→∞ P(W (nk )(3)=lnk (3)6x|Fn); and
n(x) = P

∑
|u|=n
yuIu(3)6x|Fn

 ; (4.3)
where {Iu(3)} are mutually independent; distributed like I(3); and also inde-
pendent of {yu; |u|= n}.
(ii) F is continuous at any x¿0.
Proof. Conditioning on Fn, taking limits and using Proposition 6 yields
lim
k→∞
P(W (nk )(3)=lnk (3)6x|Fn) = P

∑
|u|=n
yuIu6x|Fn

 :
This proves (i).
Taking expectations in (4.3) yields for any x
P(I = x)6E

sup
y
P

∑
|u|=n
yuIu(3) = y|Fn



 : (4.4)
Using a result for the concentration function of independent, identically distributed
variables given in formula (2:55) of Petrov (1995, p. 68) and letting += +1 = · · ·= +n
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tend to 0, we get for any real x
P(Sn = x)6A
{
n
(
1− sup
y
P('= y)
)}−1=2
; (4.5)
where A is a constant. If ' is not a.s. constant then the right-hand side of (4.5)
tends to 0 as n→∞. If we take the '’s to be the I’s this situation .ts the case
of (4.4) with the di0erence that in (4.4) we have weighted sums, the yu’s acting as
‘constant’ weights when conditioning on Fn. However for any constant c = 0 we get
supx P(c'= x) = supx P('= x) so that we can invoke (4.5), let n→∞ and .nish the
proof of (ii).
Proof of Theorem 10. By Theorem 1:5 of Biggins and Kyprianou (1997), {W (n)(3)=
ln(3)} converges in distribution to a non-degenerate limit. We shall show now that the
conditions of Theorem 5 hold. Indeed, by Theorem 8 there are some random variables
{vn} such that {vnLn(3)} a.s. conditional on {Fn} converges in probability to 1. It is
obvious that vn depends on {zu; |u|=n} and is therefore measurable with respect to Fn.
Write
Ln(3) =
∑
|u|=n
ln(3)e−3zuIu(3)∑
|u|=n e−3zu
: (4.6)
It is easy to check that
n(x) = P

∑
|u|=n
yuIu(3)6x|Fn

= P(Ln(3)W (n)(3)6x|Fn) : (4.7)
By (4.7) we get
n(x) = P(vnLn(3)W (n)(3)=(ln(3)vn)6x|Fn):
Write in the notations of Theorem 5
Un = Ln(3)W (n)(3)
and
Yn = vnLn(3):
We have a situation of two sequences of random variables {Un} and {Yn} with
Un = cnYn and cn→ 1 given Fn converges a.s. to 1. An appeal to a Slutsky type
criterion (see e.g. Corollary 2, 205 of Chow and Teicher, 1988) concludes that {Un}
and {Yn} are a.s. conditionally on {Fn} asymptotically weakly equivalent. It is easy
to see that the conditions of Theorem 5 hold and thus convergence in probability for
{W (n)(3)=(ln(3))} follows from Theorem 5(i).
Theorem 13. Suppose that E(X )¿0. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) {Ln(3)} is a.s. conditional on {Fn} convergent in probability to 1.
(ii) {W (n)(3)=ln(3)} converges a.s. to a random variable I(3) which is strictly posi-
tive when the process survives.
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Proof. We follow the proof given above for Theorem 11 by choosing Un as before
and Yn = Ln(3) and invoking Theorem 5(ii).
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 11, we have got the variables {vn} as part of the
norming constants for weighted sums, which act as ‘constants’ on conditioning on
{Fn} but are in fact random variables measurable with respect to {zu; |u| = n}. A.s.
convergence would require that {vn} is a sequence of constants as in Theorem 12. It is
not known whether such a property holds in general. The conditions of the following
result guarantee such a property, identifying at the same time the norming constants
{ln(3)}.
Theorem 14. Suppose that E(X )¿0 and that m¡∞. If for any .1; .2 with .1¿
.2¿1
lim
n→∞ L3(.
n
1)=L3(.
n
2) = 1;
then {W (n)(3)=ln(3)} with ln(3)=L3(mn(3)) converges a.s. to a random variable I(3)
which is strictly positive when the process survives.
Proof. We shall show that the conditions of theorem are satis.ed. Indeed, as in the
proof of Lemma 2:2 of Biggins and Kyprianou (1997) we get
(supyn)1=n→
(
1
e31m(3)
)
; (4.8)
where
1= inf
/
{
a : inf
0
m(0)e0/¿1
}
:
The argument behind (4.8) is based on a result of Biggins (1977). Recall that Chauvin
and Rouault (1997) showed that (Wn(3))1=n converges a.s. to 1. Thus
∑
|u|=n
yu
sup|u|=n yu


1=n
→ /; (4.9)
where /¿1. It follows that for 1¡/1¡/ and n large enough∑
|u|=n yu
sup|u|=n yu
¿/n1: (4.10)
Let ,(x) =
∫ x
0 u du. Write an = n,(sn) where n,(sn) = sn. De.ne ,
∗
n =mink ,(sn=b
(n)
k ).
Notice that in (4.6) the number of terms in the sum is Nn while
b(Nn)k =
yk∑
|u|=n yu
Nn:
It is easy to see that
,∗Nn = ,
(∑
|u|=n yu
sup|u|=nyu
,
(
sNn
supkb
(Nn)
k
))
(4.11)
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and
,(sNn) = ,(Nn,(sNn)): (4.12)
On the other hand we can check that , and L are asymptotically equivalent. Making
use of the assumption of the theorem, (10:4) and the well-known asymptotic behaviour
of the .nite mean Galton–Watson process {Nn}, we deduce that the ratio of (4.11)
and (4.12) tends to 1. Now it is easy to see that
L3(Nn) ∼ L3(mn) ∼ L3(m(3)n):
Thus, condition (A) of Theorem 10 holds and as a consequence {an} are the norming
constants for (3.1). Thus, the condition (i) of Theorem 13 is satis.ed for ln(3) =
L3(mn(3)) and concludes the proof.
5. Multitype branching
There are a number of papers in the area of multitype branching processes in varying
environment. An L2-convergence result was given in Cohn (1989) in the random en-
vironment setting. Hattori (1997) obtained some L2 convergence in probability results
under more general conditions. Jones (1997) also dealt with L2 convergence as well as
with a.s. convergence for multitype processes. Recently Biggins et al. (1999) consid-
ered the case of a countable set of types obtaining a necessary and su+cient condition
for convergence in probability as well as various conditions for a.s. convergence. In
what follows we shall restrict our attention to the case of a .nite number of types.
Our aim is to illustrate a method rather than obtaining the most general conditions.
First we shall de.ne a multitype (p-type) branching process in a varying environment
which will be the object of our study. We restrict our attention to a process initiated
at times in the index set {0; 1; 2; : : :} and as labels for the types we choose 1; : : : ; p.
Denote the set of types by S.
In general we may consider processes initiated by a founder population at an arbi-
trary starting time, but it su+ces to deal with a population stemming from one single
individual of a deterministic type.
To avoid unnecessary notation, we shall assume that a proper Ulam–Harris con-
struction of a sample space has been carried out for a population initiated by a single
ancestor of type 1 at time 0. By some rule we can relabel the individuals so that
(n; i; l) denote the lth individual of type i in generation n. The p-type branching pro-
cess in varying environment considered here is a vector-valued, non-negative random
process {Zn}= {(Z (1)n ; : : : ; Z (p)n )}, where Z (i)n stands for the nth generation size of type
i particles with i = 1; : : : ; p.
Denote
Zn(0; j) = (Z (1)n (0; j); : : : ; Z
(p)
n (0; j));
the population sizes of various types stemming from an individual of type j in gener-
ation 0, and
Zn(r; j; l) = (Z (1)n (r; j; l); : : : ; Z
(p)
n (r; j; l)); (5.1)
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the sizes of the populations of various types of individuals stemming from (r; j; l) born
at time n, i.e. the (n− r)th daughter generation.
The basic decomposition of Zn with respect to the ancestry of the nth generation of
individuals, i.e. the previous rth generation, is given by
Zn =
p∑
j=1
Z ( j)r∑
l=1
Zn(r; j; l); r6n: (5.2)
where, conditionally on Z0; : : : ;Zr , the random vectors Zn(r; j; l) are independent but
with r; j and n-dependent distributions.
Let Pi be the probability of a process started by one individual of type i. We assume
for de.niteness that {Zn} starts with one particle of type 1. Probability under i = 1
will be written as P. Write Fn for the 6-.eld generated by Z0; : : : ;Zn. The branching
process {Zn} is a time-inhomogeneous Markov process, i.e. P(Zn+1=i|Zn)=P(Zn+1 =
i|Fn) for any n and i = (i1; : : : ; ip).
Let c = (c(n; j); j= 1; : : : ; p; n= 0; 1; : : :) stand for an arbitrary array of non-negative
components and de.ne a c-counted process to be
Zcn =
n∑
j=1
c(n; j)Z ( j)n n= 0; 1; : : : (5.3)
Similarly, a c-counted daughter process is de.ned by
Zcn(r; j; l) =
p∑
i=1
c(n; i)Z (i)n (r; j; l); (5.4)
where {Z (i)n (r; j; l)}; j=1; : : : ; p; l=1; 2; : : : are independent given Z0; : : : ;Zr . Further-
more, we get
Zcn =
p∑
j=1
Z ( j)r∑
l=1
Zcn(r; j; l); (5.5)
where Zcn(r; j; l); j = 1; : : : ; p; l= 1; 2; : : : are independent given Z0; : : : ;Zr .
We shall look at sequences of normed random variables {Wcn =Zcn=/cn} with the aim
of deriving conditions for their convergence. Replacing n by nk and r by n in (5.5)
and then dividing by /cnk , we get
Wcnk =
p∑
j=1
/cnk (n; j)
/cnk
Z ( j)n∑
l=1
Wcnk (n; j; l); (5.6)
where {Wcnk (n; j; l) = Zcnk (n; j; l)=/cnk (n; j; l)}. Assume that the sequence {nk} is chosen
in such a way that {Wcnk (n; j; 1)} converges weakly as k→∞ for j∈{1; : : : ; p}. For
some j’s such sequences may tend to 0. Write S ′ for the set of indexes j such that
{Wcnk (n; j; 1)} converges to a non-zero limit. Conditioning (5.6) on Zn, using the con-
ditional independence on {Zn} and letting k→∞, we deduce that we need consider
the following condition:
C1: For any n and j∈ S ′
limk→∞
/cnk (n; j)
/cnk
= :n(j) exists and is 5nite:
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Letting k→∞ in (5.6) and taking C1 into account yields the distributional identity
Wc =
∑
j∈ S′
:n(j)
Z ( j)n∑
l=1
Wc(n; j; l): (5.7)
We need now consider another condition.
C2: For j∈ S ′ there are some constants {1n(j)} such that
:n(j)
1n( j)∑
l=1
Wc(n; j; l)
p→ 1; as n→∞:
It will turn out that
Y cn =
∑
j∈ S′
1n(j)−1Z ( j)n (5.8)
is an a.s. convergent sequence.
The quantities {:n(j)} and {1n(j)} may depend on the subsequence {nk} or may not
even exist for all or some subsequences (see the discussion in Biggins et al. (1999)).
Theorem 15. Suppose that there exists a subsequence {nk} such that {Wcnk} converges
weakly to a nondegenerate limit; and that C1 and C2 hold. Then
(i) {Wcnk} converges in probability to a limit Wc as k→∞.
(ii) {Y cn } with Yn =
∑
j∈ S′ 1n(j)
−1Z ( j)n converges a.s. to Wc as n→∞.
Proof. Taking into account C1 and Proposition 6, we identify the martingales {n(x)}
as
n(x) = P

∑
j∈ S′
:n(j)
Z ( j)n∑
l=1
Wc(n; j; l)6x|Zn

: (5.9)
Notice now that we can write
n(x) = P

∑
j∈ S′
:n(j)
Vn( j)1n( j)∑
l=1
Wc(n; j; l)6x|Zn

; (5.10)
where Vn(j) = Z
( j)
n =1n(j). Denoting
Un =
∑
j∈ S′
:n(j)
Vn( j)1n( j)∑
l=1
Wc(n; j; l)
and
Y cn =
∑
j∈ S′
1n(j)−1Z ( j)n ;
we shall conclude that {Un} and {Y cn } are a.s. conditional on {Ft} weakly asymptot-
ically equivalent. Indeed, it follows from C2 that for any {xj; j∈ S ′} such that for an
arbitrary ¿0 with
∑
j∈ S′ xj = x − , we have
∑
j∈ S′
:n(j)
xj1n( j)∑
l=1
Wc(n; j; l)
p→ x − :
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Since for x∈CF; {n(x)} is a bounded martingale and therefore converges a.s. to
a limit (x) we get that P((x) = 1)¿F(x − ). Since ¿0 was arbitrary we get
P((x)=1)=F(x). However, integrating (x) we get E((x))=F(x). This necessarily
implies that P((x) = 0) = 1− F(x). It is easy to see that 1{Y cn6x} has the limit (x).
Thus, it turns out that the conditions of Theorem 5 are satis.ed and this completes the
proof.
Remarks.
1. It may be possible that {Yn} and its limit depend on c and the subsequence {nk}.
In the L1 case studied in Biggins et al. (1999), {Y cn } turns out to be independent
of subsequence choice.
2. If we assume the particular case of one type, it turns out that {Wcn } is identical
to {Y cn }. In this case a.s. convergence follows and illustrates a situation mentioned
in the Introduction. This result was obtained by Goettge (1975), Theorem 26, by
rather complicated analytical tools.
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